
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Application for Project Approval Submitted for Karuah East Quarry

Newcastle, NSW,l Febru ary,2012- An Application for Planning Approval 
"nO " 

supporting
EnvironmentalAssessment Report (EAR) have been submitted to the NSW Department of Planning
and lnfrastructure (DoPl) for a proposed quarry approximately 3 km north of Karuah.

The quarry will occupy an area of approximately 15 hectares and will produce up to 1.5 million
tonnes of andersite material each year over a 20 year timeframe.

Approximately 28 full time jobs will be generated by the quarry along with various contractor roles.

Karuah East Quarry Pty Ltd will continue to support a number of local community organisations and

clubs.

The EAR includes a range of environmental investigations such as noise, flora and fauna, soil and

geotechnical, traffic, air quality, visual, and surface and groundwater assessments. The
investigations included identification of measures to ensure that operation of the quarry will be within

acceptable industry and government standards.

Specifically, the air quality, blasting and noise assessments were found to satisfy acceptable criteria.
The visual impact assessment indicates that the landform and existing vegetation will provide a

natural screen for the majority of the surrounding residences.

Karuah East Quarry Pty Ltd have committed to the upgrade and extension of Blue Rock Lane, and

realignment of the Andersite Road and Blue Rock Lane intersection to improve traffic flow and

ensure the quarry does not impact on the safety of the surrounding roads.

A closure and rehabilitation plan was included as part of the EAR to ensure that once quarrying

ceases the site can be rehabilitated to a stable landform and an acceptable land use can be

achieved.

The EAR will be publically exhibited once the DoPl have completed an adequacy review.

A public newsletter providing an update of the status of the Karuah East Quarry project is available.

Should you wish to obtain a copy of the newsletter please contact the below:

For Further Media lnformation Gontact :

Craig Marler ph) (02) 49785100 e) craigm@adwjohnson.com.au
Mat Radnidge ph) (02) 49785100 e) mathewr@adwjohnson.com.au


